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ABSTRACT IoT systems use sensors to collect data from smart environments and manage resources through
data analysis. An IoT system deals with many connected devices with different network and hardware
constraints in a real-world scenario. An IoT system needs to handle low-latency data analysis, security threats,
internal vulnerabilities, and network disconnections, which cause data loss and incorrect decisions.
Trustworthiness (also known as dependability) provides various features for an IoT end-to-end data flow,
such as resilience, security, availability, reliability, scalability, maintainability, heterogeneity, hardware
resources management, fault management policies, and data quality. This paper presents a survey on
trustworthiness and dependability in IoT systems and proposes the Trustworthiness for IoT Framework (TWIoT) to provide trustworthiness at the data level for mist and fog-based IoT systems. The TW-IoT framework
provides data trustworthiness to ensure a continuous and uninterrupted operation of IoT data flow. We also
discuss challenges and trade-offs related to data trustworthiness in IoT.
INDEX TERMS Dependability, Fog computing, Internet of Things, Mist computing, Trustworthiness.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Things (IoT) is a networked system with
billions of connected physical devices (sensors and
actuators) transmitting and receiving data in a given context
application [1-3]. IoT systems can monitor water distribution
and irrigation in agriculture, reduces logistics costs, monitor
patient health in a hospital, or optimize vehicle traffic
through smart traffic lights [4-7]. Therefore, an IoT system
grants services to smart scenarios in different contexts,
efficiently
managing
hardware,
software,
and
communication resources to reduce costs in specific
domains.
In IoT, dealing with vulnerabilities of a vast number of
heterogeneous and hardware-constrained devices is a
challenge [4], [8]. Trustworthiness enhances IoT system
features to handle several system challenges. However, there
is no consensus in the literature about the definition of
trustworthiness, as some research lines limit this concept to
security scope handling only malicious attacks [9], [10].
Risks and threats for IoT systems involve malicious
attacks by external agents and system threats such as faults,
vulnerabilities, or unexpected system behaviors.

Trustworthiness and dependability [11], [12] are similar
concepts. They include requirements of system availability,
reliability, scalability, maintainability, heterogeneity, data
quality, hardware resources, security, agility in the response
time, and system and network resilience [13].
A way to enforce trustworthiness requirements in IoT
systems is using fog computing because it allows real-time
data analysis at the edge [14-17]. Fog computing does not
limit data analysis to a centralized cloud server. Fog enables
local data analysis at the network edge [18-19], reducing the
network throughput and the need for data processing in a
cloud [20], as well as allowing faster decision-making at the
edge [19], [21-23]. However, even a fog-based IoT system
has trustworthiness challenges, considering mechanisms to
manage the IoT devices' data flow and the network, memory,
and energy consumption constraints [8], [24], [25].
This paper presents a research overview of IoT
trustworthiness to identify problems, challenges,
approaches, solutions, and technologies. We identify gaps
and challenges about trustworthiness in IoT systems and also
propose the Trustworthiness for IoT Framework (TW-IoT).
Based on mist [26] and fog computing, TW-IoT provides
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trustworthiness from a data flow perspective throughout
different IoT stages (thing, mist, fog, and cloud).
The main contributions of this paper are (i) to clarify
concepts, characteristics, and gaps about trustworthiness in
IoT systems, (ii) to propose the TW-IoT framework that
contains a set of techniques and mechanisms for ensuring
trustworthiness in the development of an IoT system based
on mist and fog computing, (iii) to propose a data flow for
each IoT stage (thing, mist, fog, and cloud), using the TWIoT framework, (iv) to expose some trade-offs among
trustworthiness mechanisms for the IoT data flow and
finally, (v) to present the challenges related to
trustworthiness in IoT systems.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section II defines a fog-based IoT system architecture,
Section III contextualizes concepts of trustworthiness,
dependability, and data trustworthiness, Section IV presents
this paper adopted terminologies, and Section V describes
the trustworthiness related studies. Section VI introduces the
TW-IoT framework for data trustworthiness in IoT systems
based on mist and fog computing. Section VII exemplifies
TW-IoT mechanisms for IoT data flow stages (thing, mist,
fog, and cloud), and Section VIII explains trade-offs between
these mechanisms. Section IX discusses the lessons learned
and challenges, and finally, Section X presents conclusions
and future work.
II. THING-MIST-FOG-CLOUD IOT COMPUTING
CONTINUUM

The Internet of Things (IoT) connects billions of embedded
devices (sensors and actuators), transmitting and receiving
data in a network [1], [27]. Through Internet, sensors send
data to be processed and analyzed in a cloud server, whose
results can generate instructions to actuators. Fig. 1 describes
the underlying IoT Computing Continuum [28], providing
the rationale for analyzing the trustworthiness concept, based
on four processing stages: thing, mist, fog, and cloud.
A. THING STAGE

The Thing stage contains the physical devices: sensors and
actuators. Sensors gather data from a specific environment,
sending them to the Mist stage and beyond. After it, the IoT
system uses data fusion or different models (e.g.,
machine/deep learning) according to a specific application
[29]. As a result, the model generates a decision and sends it
back to actuators in the Thing stage as commands to change
the environment accordingly (e.g., turn on/ off some
equipment).
B. MIST STAGE

The mist processing stage is closer to sensors [30], playing the
role of a specific fog node deployed in the field, providing
direct support for the communication of sensors and actuators
with the Internet. Mist computing is a subset of fog computing,
running on constrained resource equipment, such as single-

board computers [31], [32]. A mist node significant function
is behaving as a radio gateway for sensors and actuators, as
defined by RFC 8376 [33]. Also, it can store, preprocess, and
analyze data in a distributed fashion over multiple nodes. For
that reason, one of the mist computing benefits is to improve
the system scalability, as it may help increase the autonomy of
devices closer to the edge [26].

FIGURE 1. Thing-Mist-Fog-Cloud IoT Computing Continuum

C. FOG STAGE

Fog computing addresses new challenges related to the
massive amount of data generated by the increasing use of IoT
systems [16], [18], [20]. Fog computing supports a virtualized
computing platform that offers processing, storage, and
communication services between devices, users, and the cloud
datacenter [34]. The main goals of fog computing are (i)
decreasing latency for real-time services negatively affected
by the long physical distance between devices and cloud data
centers, (ii) enabling system load-balance at the edge and
reducing processing in the cloud, and (iii) decreasing data
traffic between the edge and the network core as the system
does not need to send all data to the cloud.
Similarly to a cloud service, a fog node can store data and
process models such as machine learning or data fusion
algorithms to forecast certain behaviors or make decisions.
However, there are significant differences between cloud and
fog, such as the limited availability of computing resources,
the security policies, and the hardware performance (memory
and processing) [16], [35].
Fog is not a mandatory stage in IoT systems. However, its
potential benefits may be worth it, such as reduced response
times at the edge and more robust network resilience [36].
Local data processing also prevents sending irrelevant data to
the cloud [22] by analyzing sensor data locally [20].
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D. CLOUD STAGE

Cloud computing has data processing high performance
because it provides hardware resources in a scalable approach
through cloud services virtualization [37]. A cloud service
customer can execute multiple processes on a large scale since
the cloud provides distributed hardware resources on demand
for these processes [38]. The cloud plays a crucial role in any
IoT system. Theoretically, the cloud stage is not needed
because everything can be processed at an edge, e.g., in a farm
office for smart agriculture. However, in practice, the cloud's
resources, robustness, and reliability, either public or private,
are unavoidable characteristics.
III. TRUSTWORTHINESS AND RELATED PARADIGMS

In this section, we explain the concepts of trustworthiness,
dependability, and data trustworthiness.
A. TRUSTWORTHINESS AND DEPENDABILITY

Trustworthiness allows the uninterrupted continuity of system
services [39]. In other words, a trustworthy (dependable)
system should adapt and tolerate vulnerabilities throughout its
life cycle [40]. The trustworthiness definition consists of
system requirements concerning multiple aspects, such as
security, resilience, availability, reliability, scalability,
maintainability, heterogeneity, data quality, hardware
resources, and fault management policies [13].
Some authors limit the trustworthiness concept as dealing
with system security only [9], [41]. However, throughout this
paper, trustworthiness and dependability are equivalent
concepts [11], [12]. Trustworthiness is not only associated
with failures in the system security level (by attacks) but also
with general system vulnerabilities [13], [42-44]. Therefore,
we consider the concepts of trustworthiness and dependability
as synonyms, even though there is no consensus in the
community [11], [12].
IoT critical systems need to deal with privacy,
heterogeneity, and data analysis from billions of devices [45]
in real-time, as well as system failures and real-time decisionmaking [45], [46]. Consequently, trustworthiness is essential
in these IoT environments [47-50].
B. DATA TRUSTWORTHINESS

Trustworthiness is not limited only to enhance the system at
the software/hardware level but also to improve the system at
the data level [44], [51]. An IoT system that collects data in an
environment must ensure the data trustworthiness, verifying if
that data contains relevant information to the application
domain.
Data trustworthiness needs to ensure data veracity,
according to the IoT system context [52][53]. For example,
supposing the IoT system collects data from tropical weather.
In that case, the IoT system must verify the data behavior,
referring to these climate conditions. Otherwise, in future data
analysis, the IoT system may not respond correctly, making
wrong decisions, causing a vulnerability at the data level.

In an IoT system, ensuring data trustworthiness also means
ensuring resilient data flow. Therefore, the data
trustworthiness consists of maintaining data flow continuity
and trusted system decisions [44], [53].
IV. ADOPTED TERMINOLOGIES

We adopt terminologies in this paper as the IoT system
concepts, IoT smart service, IoT smart application, context,
and a mechanism in our proposal called the integration of
smart everything (explained in Section VII). We refer to the
system context as circumstance or condition related to external
or internal variations in an IoT system environment [17], [54],
[55], as the weather temperature, energy consumption, soil
moisture, or wind velocity measurement variations.
An IoT smart service contains smart applications. For
example, a smart service refers to smart farming, smart
mobility, or smart hospital service. At the same time, a smart
application corresponds to applications of these smart
services. Thus, a smart farming service contains smart
applications like smart irrigation, smart water management,
smart pest control, and a smart monitoring crop growth
application.
The IoT system represents the entire hardware and software
system, which contains IoT smart services and, consequently,
IoT smart applications. An ideal IoT system has multiple
smart services connected by the mechanism that we call smart
everything.
V. TRUSTWORTHINESS RELATED STUDIES

We searched studies that explicitly use concepts and
definitions of trustworthiness and dependability with the
following combination of terms: dependability and IoT,
trustworthiness and IoT, trustworthy IoT. We searched papers
in IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital Library, Google Scholar,
Science Direct, and Springer Link. We also examined the
abstracts of the articles.
For the survey scope, we found a total of 57 studies related
to dependability and trustworthiness. We perceived that 56
investigations refer to IoT, fog, or edge computing. We also
observed that one study only focusing mainly on physical
devices (sensors and actuators). We identified 24 papers
referring only to trustworthiness, 27 to dependability, and six
mentioned both terms (TABLE I).
A. RELATED STUDIES CATEGORIES

We classify 57 studies related to dependability and
trustworthiness: 18 present conceptual studies, 10 introduce a
framework, 10 describe a mathematical investigation, eight
present a performance analysis, six report algorithms or
techniques, three show an architectural approach, and two
focus on hardware related issues (Fig. 2).
1) CONCEPTUAL

Regarding studies that present definitions on dependability
and trustworthiness, some papers explore the state of the art
and definitions [9], [42], [43], [56-63]. We also found surveys
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on trustworthiness [64-68] and dependability [69] and a
systematic literature review (SLR) on dependability [70].

[86] and a theoretical approach based on Markov models to
deal with vulnerabilities in a healthcare system [87].
TABLE I
TOPICS PER PAPER

2) FRAMEWORK DESIGN

Some papers propose a framework for resource management
in fog/cloud [71], other propose a framework for trust
management for IoT devices [51], [72], [73], and fog nodes
[74]. Also, some papers focus on security issues [10], [75-77]
or fault recovery [78].
3) MATHEMATICAL APPROACH

Among research on IoT dependability, we found five studies
that present mathematical approaches to measuring system
reliability and availability [79-83]. In contrast, two others
propose a calculus to estimate a confidence score to sensors
[41], [84], and users [85]. We also found a proposal for an
optimization approach for some dependability characteristics

Papers
[9] [10] [41] [51]
[56] [64-68] [72-74]
[84] [85] [88] [89]
[93] [94] [99-102]
[104]
[39] [58-61] [63]
[69-71] [76] [78-83]
[86] [87] [90-92]
[95-98] [103] [105]
[42] [43] [57] [62]
[75] [77]

Trustworthiness

Dependability

≈
42.105

X

X

%

X

≈
47.368

X

≈
10.526
t

FIGURE 2. Related Studies Categories
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4) PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Among the papers reporting a performance evaluation, some
analyze trustworthiness by energy consumption [88], [89],
[90], evaluate protocols [91], and communication interfaces
[92]. Two papers compare different machine learning
techniques for malicious data detection [93], [94], and another
one compares machine learning techniques for data (image)
reconstruction [95].

•

5) ALGORITHMS/TECHNIQUES

We identified papers that propose techniques or algorithms to
improve dependability characteristics [39], [96-98], or
techniques related to trust management mechanisms [99],
[100].
6) ARCHITECTURAL APPROACH

We found three studies that propose architectural approaches:
an architectural approach for a gateway that provides security
to an IoT system [101]; a conceptual architecture for data
provenance [102]; a standards-oriented approach [103].
7) HARDWARE DESIGN

We found two studies that propose solutions at the hardware
level, dealing with system cryptography [104], and with
limited computational resources in IoT focused on device
memory constraints [105].
B. TRUSTWORTHINESS FEATURES

We consider the following set of features describes the
trustworthiness concept: security (integrity, confidentiality,
availability, and authenticity), system and network resilience,
data quality (and semantic integrity), system availability,
system reliability, scalability, maintainability, survivability,
heterogeneity, IoT constraints (latency, memory, processing
power, energy consumption), fault management and
redundancy (see TABLE II).
1) SECURITY

Data security is a feature for ensuring the IoT system
trustworthiness [64], [88], [106]. A secure system needs to
provide data integrity, authenticity, confidentiality to protect
data from malicious attacks or not authorized access [107].
As shown in TABLE II, we observed that security is the
most mentioned feature of an IoT system's trustworthiness.
The main security features that we found as follows:
• Integrity: refers to data content preservation, ensuring
that data is not corrupted or altered by a malicious user
or software. Integrity is strongly associated with IoT
system trustworthiness because fraudulent data turns the
system no longer reliable [64] since it makes wrong
decisions [66].
• Authenticity: IoT data is authentic when it comes from
a source that is a trusted part of the system [104], [107].
Unknown sensors can transmit non-authentic data with
information that differs from the application context
[97]. One way to deal with unreliable sensors in IoT is
through the traceability of transmitted data [73] or by
verifying the behavior of network sensors' energy

•

consumption [84]. When there is a lack of data
authenticity, integrity is not necessarily compromised,
as the data is not corrupted or altered but fabricated.
Therefore, a trustworthy IoT system must deal with
mechanisms to verify data authenticity.
Confidentiality: ensures that third parties have no access
to IoT devices' data by packet interception [65].
Consequently, the IoT system must restrict data access
via encryption mechanisms and access validation
policies [64].
Availability: from the security viewpoint, availability
deals with interruptions [9], [104] caused by attacks
such as denial of service (DoS), for example. However,
the availability concept has a broader scope. A system
can stop working even without any external attack but
due to other vulnerabilities.

2) RESILIENCE

Resilience of a computer system is part of the trustworthiness
concept [94]. It includes the ability to deal with system
failures. Thus, a resilient system can prevent, tolerate,
mitigate, remove, and predict failures [108], [109]. In a system
with devices connected to a network, resilience is responsible
for maintaining or recovering the communication service
between devices, regardless of network failures [110], [111].
The concept of resilience is the system’s ability to resist
failures [112] using recoverability (survivability),
adaptability, and the capacity to manage failures [13].
Network, hardware, or software vulnerabilities can interrupt
a system service, so the system must react to these failures
when they occur. However, there are computing costs to
support system resilience [113]. The system requires resources
to recover from a failure, to solve or mitigate a threat, reducing
or compromising the system performance.
A resilient IoT system must deal with resource constraints
(network, battery, memory, and processing capacity
limitations) because IoT devices must react to failures as
quickly as possible. After all, operations must occur in realtime [69].
A resilient fog-based IoT system data flow must prevent
data losses caused by the network connection failure between
mist/fog components. The fog also needs to deal with data loss
due to low storage capacity in mist/fog nodes memory [111].
A relevant resilience challenge deals with network
disconnection between components of different IoT stages,
such as thing, mist, fog, or cloud [16], [114-121]. Therefore, it
is necessary to establish mechanisms to ensure resilience to
fog-based IoT systems for data transmission [16], [122], such
as fault management mechanisms for IoT nodes [16].
A resilient system must provide security and fault
management mechanisms. The survivability concept offers
the system's continuity through fault recovery techniques,
which recovery techniques are one of the fault management
features. Moreover, redundancy is a technique that the system
uses to recover from a failure.
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3) FAULT MANAGEMENT

In computer systems, a failure represents an unexpected
behavior. In the IoT data domain, it is possible to exemplify
some of these behaviors as data integrity loss due to
semantic/syntactic vulnerabilities, packet loss due to network
interference or connection loss between fog nodes [70], and
data loss caused by network exhaustion or device memory
overflow.
The literature categorizes fault management into four main
aspects: fault detection, fault prediction, fault recovery (or
mitigation), and fault prevention:
• Fault detection: fault detection in IoT is the verification of
unexpected behavior using, for example, statistical
analysis or machine learning methods [69]. IoT makes it
possible to detect sensor failures, for example, by
monitoring data values coming, such as the detection of
outliers [97].
• Fault prediction: consists of predicting the fault
occurrence. In IoT, the most common method for
predicting a fault is through probabilistic models or data
regression techniques.
• Fault recovery or mitigation: A way of recovering from a
failure in IoT is, for example, using load balancing
between nodes to mitigate service discontinuation [74].
Some studies also deal with IoT fault recovery by using
redundancy techniques [58].
• Fault prevention: When the system predicts a fault
(perceive the fault condition before it occurs), the system
can perform mechanisms to prevent a failure (which refers
to the system's inability to operate). Redundancy is an
example of a mechanism for fault prevention by
replicating data from a fog node to other fog nodes.
4) SURVIVABILITY

Survivability is part of the concept of resilience and represents
a system's ability to survive attacks, failures, or degradation
[13], [61]. In the fog computing scope, survivability maintains
the data flow continuity between the IoT stages (from the thing
stage until the cloud stage).
This feature uses some mechanisms to increase an IoT
system's ability to survive vulnerabilities, such as data
replication or fault management mechanisms. Also, fog-based
IoT systems can rely on load balancing. In the fog node's
imminent resource exhaustion, the fog can transfer its
workload to other nodes [74].
An open issue related to survivability is data loss [16],
which can occur by an eventual disconnection between IoT
stages, such as between fog and cloud. After a disconnection,
when the connection returns, the data not sent to the cloud is
not necessarily immediately transmitted, causing a data flow
gap between fog and cloud. Therefore, IoT stages must store
data temporarily during disconnections and transmit it to the
next stage when the connection is active again.
Delay-tolerant networking (DTN) is a mechanism that deals
with data loss due to network disconnections [123] and can be
used together with fog-based IoT systems [124-128].

However, these proposals only focus on delay or packet loss,
disregarding the solution impact on fog resources. Besides, the
DTN design does not deal with IoT trustworthiness
requirements.
5) REDUNDANCY

Redundancy increases IoT systems' reliability and availability
[58] by replicating data from one node to other nodes. When,
for example, a fog node A fails, the system continues to
operate if other fog nodes B and C have a data copy from the
failed fog node A.
Redundancy is not limited to providing system data
replication. It also includes connection replication using
different communication technology on the same IoT device
[82], [83]. For example, in case of a connection failure in the
LPWAN interface, the device may use a Wi-Fi or 4G
connection to reestablish communication with other nodes
[92].
6) DATA QUALITY/SEMANTIC INTEGRITY

Data quality is related to the IoT system context, and it directly
impacts the solution decisions. The system context refers to a
circumstance or condition related to external or internal
variations in an IoT system environment [17], [54], [55], as the
weather temperature, energy consumption, soil moisture, or
wind velocity measurement variations.
Assuring data quality involves verifying whether the
gathered data represents the actual system context [51], which
means that semantic data integrity is essential in assessing data
quality [129]. For example, in an environment where the
climate is always humid, data with a dry climate's
characteristics is likely wrong.
As the IoT system context directly impacts the actuators'
actions, maintaining data quality ensures data trustworthiness
[51]. The IoT system can verify data trust by the data type,
system behavior, and context. Therefore, an IoT system
previously needs to know the context and problem domain to
provide trustworthy data analysis [129].
An IoT system needs to use meaningful data for decisionmaking [130], which means that part of the initial data
processing must identify and remove data outliers. However,
in cases of fake or manipulated data, it is necessary to observe
whether the data comes from unreliable sensors [65], [95]. A
data filter can solve this problem [97] since fake data can
compromise future system actions.
7) SYSTEM AVAILABILITY

Availability ensures that the IoT system continues operating
as long as possible. There are methods to keep the system
available, like managing hardware redundancy [63], [82], and
maintaining a fault management mechanism [58].
Some IoT applications are latency-sensitive and,
consequently, require low latency for transmitting packets
between IoT stages. Therefore, these systems are always
available when it performs all actions in real-time [60].
System availability is a metric that indicates the operation
system probability until it begins a failure state (Equation 1)
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[131]. Therefore, availability is given by the MTTF (mean
time to failure) divided by MTTF + MTTR (mean time to
repair).
𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 =

𝑀𝑇𝑇𝐹
𝑀𝑇𝑇𝐹 + 𝑀𝑇𝑇𝑅

(1)

8) SYSTEM RELIABILITY

Reliability, as well as availability, is a relevant metric to
ensure IoT trustworthiness. However, it is worth empathizing
that both concepts differ since availability demands the whole
system to be continuously available, while reliability refers to
system operations' confidence [63]. Thus, reliability can be
measured by the probability that a system will behave as
expected for a specific time interval (t).
We measure the reliability by the MTBF (mean time
between failures) metric if the system has some fault recovery
mechanism. However, we measure the reliability by the
MTTF (mean time to failure) if there is no recovery
mechanism. For calculation, the first case we consider λ = 1 /
MTBF and for the second λ = 1 / MTTF. Thus, we describe
reliability by Equation (2), where R (t) is the reliability
function of time t, and λ is the miss rate [132].

technologies and cannot understand each other. Multiple
protocols differ in terms of packet formats and communication
technologies, and not all protocols can support every IoT
system [133]. Furthermore, dealing with heterogeneity is an
essential trustworthiness issue.
LPWAN (low power wide area network) technologies
provide long transmission ranges, low energy consumption,
and low bandwidth. LPWAN is an attractive technology for
IoT systems that send a few dozens of bytes every couple of
minutes or hours [134], [135]. LoRaWAN, Sigfox, and NBIoT are LPWAN technologies leading this front [27], [136].
There are other technologies for IoT system
communications, as Bluetooth [133], Zigbee [137], and ZWave [138]. The IoT developer can also adopt IEEE 802.11
standards (Wi-Fi), transmitting over short-range distances by
devices with no battery constraints [133].
IoT system trustworthiness solves the interconnection
problems between heterogeneous devices. The massive
number of highly heterogenous devices can increase
communication faults in IoT infrastructures [69]. Hence, the
system must support interoperability [76], allowing
intercommunication between applications and devices for
every connected node [20].
11) QUALITY OF SERVICE (QoS)

R(t) = 𝑒 −𝜆𝑡

(2)

9) SCALABILITY

In a scenario with thousands or millions of sensors, IoT
systems must satisfy the scalability demand to sustain a
massive data transmission, storage, and analysis in real-time
[15], [19]. A trustworthy system must be scalable because
poor system performance and slow data analysis can result in
delayed and, consequently, wrong decisions. Besides, with
imprecise choices, the system harms data trustworthiness.
The scalability feature implies providing more computing
resources to the IoT system [63]. In a fog-based IoT system,
nodes can become computationally saturated because, in a real
scenario, the fog is responsible for dealing with thousands of
devices [60]. Therefore, the scalable deployment of fog
computing systems requires the necessary hardware
infrastructure.
The IoT system is more trustworthy with thousands of
sensors because it stores more information, allowing it to
make more precise decisions based on the gathered data.
However, a system with many sensors demands additional
security, network, and resilience requirements. Maintain a
scalable and continuous data flow requires communication
resilience between the IoT stages (mist-mist, mist-fog, fogfog, and fog-cloud) [24], [122].
10) HETEROGENEITY

A real IoT system scenario comprises several heterogeneous
communications and device technologies [27]. IoT
communication protocols provide interaction between
different devices because IoT devices have different hardware

IoT systems, based on fog or not, must process data from
thousands of sensors in real-time. Therefore, there is a concern
with network latency in sending data from a stage to another
since a long packet delay can impair critical decisions’ agility
and correctness. There is also a data loss problem caused by
low-quality network connection [89] or caused by a
disconnection between IoT stages.
Some IoT latency-sensitive systems do not accept packet
delay or packet loss problems [50]. These circumstances only
contribute to generating undesirable behavior, affecting the
system’s trustworthiness.
As previously mentioned, trustworthiness also deals with
the choice of communication technologies. There may be
interference between specific transmission protocol
frequencies or range restrictions between devices [133], [136].
For example, for the Zigbee technology [137], the
transmission distance range is lower than the LoRaWAN
range [136].
12) MEMORY CAPACITY

Maintaining all system data stored is a way to ensure IoT
data trustworthiness [56]. However, IoT devices frequently
suffer from primary memory constraints. Keeping data in an
IoT device for an indefinite time has a high cost. If we
suppose a fog node that loses the cloud connection but
continues to receive data from sensors and stores the data
until the Internet connectivity returns, the storage memory
can overflow. In this case, data fusion is a way to reduce
these costs, joining consecutive stored data [105].
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13) ENERGY CONSUMPTION

Most IoT devices have little autonomy due to limited battery
[88], [59]. The impact of this constraint can reflect in (i) faults
of data gathering whenever a sensor runs out of battery [89],
(ii) storage gaps in a data time series, and (iii) wrong data
analysis, since the gap in time series, harms the data analysis,
and consequently untrusty decisions. Therefore, data
trustworthiness needs to consider the device’s energy
consumption.
In smart farming, energy harvesting is a feasible solution for
device battery constraints, such as photovoltaic cells [139].
However, this strategy does not work for all scenarios. For this
reason, a relevant research challenge is reducing energy
consumption in IoT devices [140], [141].
14) PROCESSING POWER

One critical aspect of IoT systems design and development is
the limited devices processing power capacity [59]. Therefore,
it is crucial to consider the processing constraints, especially
for mist and fog nodes, since they are, to a great extent,
responsible for ensuring trustworthiness.
In latency-sensitive IoT systems, some scenarios require
real-time data processing [56], and the processing power
directly impacts a system execution time (see Equation 3)

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

[131]. Many IoT operations are related to fault detection, data
redundancy, or load balancing. Therefore, IoT processing
power is a concern to provide trustworthiness to IoT systems.
(3)
15) MAINTAINABILITY

Maintainability refers to a system's capacity to deal with
changes [59], [69], including system evolution and adaptation.
In a resilient computer system, adaptability suggests that the
system can learn specific attack types to make the most
appropriate decisions to protect against an attack [13].
C. V’S OF BIG DATA
FEATURES IN IOT

AND

TRUSTWORTHINESS

Big data systems have several V features, such as variety,
veracity, volume, velocity, and value [142], [143], which
overlap some data trustworthiness characteristics for IoT.
Variety deals with heterogeneity problems such as the
treatment of data types. Veracity relates to data quality.
Volume reflects the concern of analyzing information on a
very large scale. Velocity assumes that computer systems must
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process and store data in real-time. Finally, value considers the
data relevance for an application [142], [143].
VI. TW-IOT
FRAMEWORK:
A
MIST-FOG-BASED
FRAMEWORK FOR DATA TRUSTWORTHINESS TO THE
INTERNET OF THINGS

In Section V, we presented the related studies on
trustworthiness for IoT. However, there is still an unbridged
gap in the literature: an architectural framework with concrete
roles and mechanisms to ensure data trustworthiness in each
stage of a mist-fog computing architecture.
With this challenge in mind, we propose the
Trustworthiness for IoT Framework (TW-IoT) (Fig. 3),
comprised of features, mechanisms, recommendations, and
methods to ensure data flow continuity and data
trustworthiness for mist-fog-based IoT systems. The proposed
framework contains four stages (thing, mist, fog, and cloud),
based on the IoTinuum architecture [28] (Section II) and four
layers (device, transport, data, and model) based on the
IoTecture architecture [28]:
• Device Layer: comprises different mechanisms to ensure
data trustworthiness in the physical devices.
• Transport Layer: contains mechanisms responsible for
packet security and trustworthiness in connection,
communication, and data transmission over the network.
• Data Layer: contains mechanisms for ensuring data
quality and dealing with meaningful information in the
data, as data value and veracity.
• Model Layer: this layer is related to trustworthiness in
data decision models and system data analysis.
We also propose six data trustworthiness design views:
data processing, data resilience, data trust, data security, data
heterogeneity, and data fusion (Fig. 3).
A. DATA RESILIENCE VIEW

The IoT system needs to ensure continuous and
uninterrupted data flow through the IoT stages. Therefore,
we design the data resilience view to endure vulnerabilities
and data loss. This view includes data prediction, data flow
persistence (data persistence mechanism, load balance,
redundancy), and storage management mechanisms.
1) DATA PERSISTENCE MECHANISM

This mechanism focuses on ensuring data persistence when
the network between the IoT stages disconnects. The data
persistence mechanism improves communication between the
different IoT stages, considering typical limitations of mist
and fog nodes.
The data persistence mechanism regularly performs health
checks in network connections to avoid data losses between
IoT stages. Simultaneously, mist and fog nodes store the data
locally because they send the data later when the link returns,
after a connection failure event.
The IoT nodes have constrained memory resources, so
deploying together the data persistence mechanism and the

data filter mechanism (subsection B.1) reduces the amount of
data transmitted. This persistence mechanism may cause
inconveniences for long disconnections without the filtering
mechanism, such as mist memory overflow and long data
transmission delays.
2) DATA PREDICTION

Data prediction is a mechanism that maintains data flow
persistence when the data from a previous stage does not reach
the destination stage. One of the reasons for data loss is the run
out of the battery of the sensors or network disconnections.
Without the complete time series, the system makes incorrect
decisions.
Data prediction using machine learning algorithms can
mitigate the data time series gaps and provide more reliable
decisions. However, supposing that the system receives the
lost data at the future moment, the system needs to replace the
original data with the data created by prediction algorithms. In
other words, it needs to compose new historical data.
3) STORAGE MANAGER

Billions of sensors can periodically collect and transmit data.
The mist/fog stages are responsible for storing this massive
amount of data, but these nodes have limited memory
capacity. One way to solve this problem is by using data
filtering (subsection B.1). The system needs to evaluate how
long the mist/fog nodes should preserve old data, thus
assessing the impact that deleting old data cause on the
system’s trustworthiness.
4) LOAD BALANCE

The load balancing mechanism prevents a mist/fog node from
exhausting memory and processing resources. When a fog
node reaches maximum hardware utilization in an IoT
scenario, fog can alert mist nodes to redirecting part of future
data to other fog nodes with time-driven sensors. In IoT
scenarios with event-based sensors, an overloaded fog node
can temporarily redirect data to another fog node.
5) REDUNDANCY

Redundancy is a way to ensure system continuity in the event
of IoT node failures. Through redundancy, the system may
find a new data path through other mist or fog nodes. A
redundancy mechanism presumes that nodes always replicate
data to other nodes whenever possible. Therefore, if a node
loses connection or fails, the system can use another node to
maintain the data flow.
B. DATA FUSION VIEW

This design view is responsible for implementing data filtering
mechanisms in the mist and fog stages. It is also responsible
for verifying and selecting data models used to make
decisions.
1) DATA FILTERING

Data reduction (filtering) mechanisms optimize the data flow
between mist, fog, and cloud [22], [144-148]. However, data
filtering must deal with mist and fog resource constraints
regarding the processing and storage capacity for a smart
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service (like smart farming) or with different smart
applications of this service (like smart irrigation, smart water
management, or smart crop growth monitoring).
Data filters are particularly relevant at the mist and fog
stages, especially in long disconnections, given the need to
store data temporarily until the connection returns. Filtered
data occupies less memory space, thus avoiding memory
overflow. Also, data can be transmitted faster when the
connection returns, minimizing latency.
Filtering mechanisms can achieve significant data reduction
while dealing with memory and latency constraints. In general
terms, IoT data transmitted in short intervals can contain
identical or very close values and classified through a data
fusion model. This approach divides the data filtering
mechanisms into two main methods: (i) the data fusion
filtering method (by data sampling or classification [148]) and
(ii) the data compression filtering method:
• Data fusion filtering method: fusion-based data filtering
can adopt different techniques, considering smart
applications and the computational capacity of IoT stages.
The mist node has not the same computational power as
the fog node. In other words, different stages need to apply
different data fusion techniques for various applications.
Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate the fusion filtering
techniques concerning the constraints of each IoT stage.
Data fusion can reduce the amount of data stored by
statistical sampling or by data classification techniques.
However, supposing that the sampling or classification
techniques are not precise or accurate, the filtered data may
lose details. Consequently, the system can make worse
decisions.
• Data compression filtering method: allows the
compression of data content and reduces data to a smaller
size, thus lowering the resource requirements for
transmission and storage. The data compression advantage
is maintaining its details when uncompressed because it
restores the original content. However, uncompressing
generates computational costs because data always returns
to the original size, demanding more resources from that
particular IoT stage.
2) QUALITY OF CONTEXT (QOC) IN DATA FUSION
FILTERING

The consequence of fusion-based filtering is data reduction,
which requires the data quality to be maintained. Therefore,
one needs to understand how much reduction can be
performed without jeopardizing future analysis in a given
context. Ensuring the quality of the context in data fusion
means refraining from excessively filtering. Therefore, IoT
system designers can use a mechanism to verify the filtered
data's quality based on the application context and decision
models.
3) ANALYTIC MODELS

An IoT system needs to perform data gathering, monitoring,
and analysis to extract information from a given context. Thus,
based on environmental conditions or circumstances

(context), the system makes decisions based on application
rules (decision data models) for each specific smart
application [54], [130], [149].
IoT systems can analyze data from individual IoT smart
services (as smart farming) and store information from sensors
of different smart applications (like smart irrigation, smart
water management, or smart crop growth monitoring, for
example). Thus, the system can analyze data from more than
one smart application to enhance the decisions.
As the decision accuracy is directly related to the data
model, this mechanism needs to automatically select a
decision model according to the specific smart application.
C. DATA TRUST VIEW

The data trust view provides a data path without data syntactic
and semantic integrity losses with meaningful information.
This view deals with the features of data value, data veracity,
entity veracity, data order, and data periodicity.
1) DATA VALUE

According to the smart application, the data value presumes
that sensors must gather the necessary and relevant
information for the IoT system. The lack of data or
unnecessary excess of data can negatively impact future
decisions. Therefore, the data value mechanism is responsible
for checking the essential data to the IoT system based on the
application and the data decision model.
For example, in a smart farming service, the data value
mechanism works as follows: a sensor collects soil moisture
measures from three different depths in a field. Supposing that
the crop is in an early growth stage, the plant root size only
reaches the first depth. Therefore, the IoT system can safely
discard soil moisture measurements from deeper depths
because they do not convey meaningful information.
2) DATA VERACITY

The data veracity mechanism must verify and discard outliers
in a data set for a given context. It also perceives manipulated,
corrupted, and fabricated data targeted by attacks or
interference.
3) ENTITY VERACITY

The entity veracity is an extension of the data veracity concept
to verify whether an entity, like a sensor or mist node, is
transmitting unreliable data to fog. The veracity mechanism is
responsible for identifies untrusted entities using a trust score.
IoT designers can use algorithms to obtain this score [41],
[51]. They can form the entity trust score by identifying the
number of untrusted packets and their origin entity.
An untrusted entity transmits untrustworthy data caused by
malicious attacks or internal hardware/software failures.
Therefore, the IoT system needs to discard received data from
that entity to ensure the data trustworthiness.
4) PERIODICITY

Data gathering frequency directly impacts the network traffic
between the IoT stages and the accuracy of system decisions.
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The shorter the gathering interval, the greater the number of
collected data and perceived details.
Some IoT systems have time-driven sensors gathering data
by a fixed time interval. It is essential to find the ideal time
interval for data gathering to obtain relevant decisions
according to the smart application [134].

data periodically in 10-minute intervals. However, supposing
that the gathering time interval is too short, IoT designers need
to conduct a performance evaluation to verify the impact of
energy consumption before deploying it.

5) DATA ORDERING

The heterogeneity view has mechanisms that deal with
different communication protocols, data types, and data
formats for various smart applications.

After a network disconnection between the fog and the cloud,
the fog nodes can send past and present data not ordered.
Because of it, the IoT system needs to put data in order. An
IoT application can analyze a data time series to make a
decision. Sometimes the data order matters to guarantee
trustworthy choices. Therefore, maintaining the chronological
data order impacts the IoT system data trustworthiness.
D. DATA PROCESSING VIEW

A fog-based IoT system needs to execute instructions and
handle the massive data transmission in batch, in real-time, or
near real-time speed. The lambda architecture addresses the
data volume and processing in real-time and batch [150].
However, this architecture works for high-performance
systems. The IoT system designers can reuse concepts from
this architecture and apply them to fog computing standards.
1) DATA VOLUME

A massive data volume requires an indispensable concern with
the system's scalability. The IoT system must calculate and
evaluate how much data each node can store and analyze,
considering its hardware resource constraints. A node that
reaches its hardware limits may use a load balancing
mechanism to maintain the data flow under normal operating
circumstances.
2) DATA TRANSMISSION VELOCITY

IoT latency-sensitive systems require real-time decisions, so
mist/fog needs to analyze data in real-time. Data transfer
delays may cause unexpected or delayed decisions.
Consequently, the transmission velocity impacts data
trustworthiness.
Developers of a mist-fog-based IoT system need to design
the IoT stages considering the communication protocols, the
data flow volume, and hardware constraints used for each
mist/fog node to increase the data transfer velocity.

E. DATA HETEROGENEITY VIEW

1) DEVICE TECHNOLOGY

In a scenario with billions of sensors from different hardware
and software vendors, it is expected that the sensors use other
measurement units and scales for the same type of data. For
example, temperature sensors may gather data in various
scales such as Celsius, Fahrenheit, or Kelvin. Therefore, this
mechanism proposes to homogenize different data scales.
2) COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY HOMOGENEITY

There are several communication protocols, and each one
better meets the demands of specific environments. Supposing
that a fog node receives packets from different protocols, such
as LoRa, Sigfox, and Zigbee, the fog node needs to understand
the protocol formats and extract data from packet payloads.
The communication technology homogeneity mechanism
interprets message patterns for different protocols. This
mechanism can also convert several protocol messages into
only one type of protocol message format.
3) DATA TYPE

The IoT system deals with different data types to make a
decision. Smart healthcare data from a hospital, for example,
may contain text, audio, video, and image. IoT system
designers need to consider all data types, integrating it with the
scale conversion mechanism, whether this mechanism did not
previously deploy in the thing stage.
4) DATA FORMAT

In the IoT stages, it is necessary to deal with different data
types and formats. For example, in smart city applications,
images may have other formats such as JPEG, PNG, or BMP.
Data values may also have different formats such as binary,
octal, hexadecimal, or decimal. This mechanism needs to use
a well-known technique to homogenize the data formats into
just one, enabling the IoT stages to analyze it.

3) DATA PROCESSING VELOCITY

5) DATA APPLICATION INTEGRATION

The IoT system developers need to consider batch, near realtime, and real-time data processing techniques for different
smart applications to ensure desirable speed performance.

A fog-based IoT system handles many smart applications that
belong to the same smart service. A smart farming service, for
example, can support different smart applications, such as
precision irrigation, crop stock management, or pest control.
Considering that data gathering and decisions for different
smart applications influence the whole system environment,
this mechanism needs to combine data between different smart
applications of the same smart service. Additionally, it needs
to adequately analyze data by selecting and merging different
data analytics models.

4) AUTO POWER ON/OFF

The scope of the data processing view also deals with the
execution of data gathering by sensors. The auto power-off
mechanism works for IoT systems based on time-driven
sensors (i.e., not event-driven sensors). This mechanism turns
sensors off to consume less energy. It only turns the sensors
on again during the next data gathering period.
This mechanism is feasible in many fog-based IoT systems,
such as in the SWAMP project scenario [6], that sensors gather
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FIGURE 3. TW-IoT Framework Mechanisms

6) INTEGRATION OF SMART EVERYTHING

A complex and robust smart city environment includes smart
homes, smart healthcare, and smart mobility. In this case, the
system needs to manage and integrate different smart services
to interconnect the entire system. Therefore, we suggest a
mechanism that allows the system to make decisions based on
integrated data analysis using the data knowledge of all IoT
smart services.
In a hypothetical smart city system, an IoT home service
detects a home accident. The home service transmits this
information to a smart healthcare service that requests a smart
mobility service to check the city’s best route and send an
ambulance. Therefore, in this case, the heterogeneity view is
responsible for integrating all system services by a mechanism
called the integration of smart everything. Section VII.D
describes the proposal for the operation of this mechanism.
F. DATA SECURITY VIEW

Security is essential for maintaining data trustworthiness in an
IoT system. A fog-based IoT system uses data encrypting for
every IoT stage to ensure data confidentiality and integrity.
There are various data encryption and decryption algorithms
that demand specific execution time and computational
resources. The decision of the security policy needs to
consider hardware constraints inherent to each IoT stage.

VII. FRAMEWORK DATA FLOW

In Section VI, we presented the TW-IoT framework,
according to design views of data resilience, data security, data
heterogeneity, data trust, data processing, and data fusion. The
TW-IoT provides methods and mechanisms that satisfy data
trustworthiness requirements, ensuring data flow continuity
for mist and fog-based IoT systems.
In this Section, we exemplify the TW-IoT framework data
flow for our IoT stages. Our framework allows developers to
choose the mechanisms to compose the data flow for each IoT
stage.
A. THING DATA FLOW

We designed a data flow for a microcontroller with sensors
and actuators in the thing stage (Fig. 4). For the sensor's data
flow, a developer chooses to combine the framework
mechanisms differently, using optional auto power on/off and
data conversion mechanisms. In contrast, the packet
encryption mechanism is obligatory for this data flow.
Regarding actuators, the microcontroller receives a packet(s)
and only needs to decrypt the packet payload to execute the
system decision.
The thing stage can use mechanisms to turn the radio on/off,
convert the scale value, and calibrate the collected data. The
auto power on/off mechanisms save the device battery, and
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calibration is responsible for converting the collected data in
meaningful information into the same scale values. The
framework also allows data encryption deployment to
encapsulate data into packets and transmit them to the mist.
Depending on the data transmission technology, the packets
are in LoRa, Sigfox, or Zigbee format.

sends packets to fog by the data flow (A). When the fog
connection is not active, the mist can choose two other paths,
the first path (B) can compress data, and the second path (C)
can analyze and filter data. Being the choice of data flows (B
or C) a design option.
Assuming the data flow follows path B (Fig. 5), the mist
filter mechanism compresses the packet content, generating a
file as output. Then, the mist awaits the fog connection returns
to sends the file. In this case, the mist does not need to decrypt
the data, making the data flow more secure against attacks. In
case of interception, the file only has compressed encrypted
packets. However, when a fog node receives this file, it needs
to uncompressing the data, causing an additional
computational cost to the fog stage.

FIGURE 4. Thing Data Flow

B. MIST DATA FLOW

The mist stage uses mechanisms to deal with communication
technology heterogeneity, data flow persistence, data
encryption and decryption, data homogeneity, data value and
veracity, data analytics, and data filtering techniques (Fig. 5).
The packets that arrive in the mist have different message
formats, such as LoRa, Sigfox, or Zigbee format. Then, in the
mist stage, the communication technology homogeneity
mechanism is responsible for identifying the packet format
and convert it into a single format.
After handling packet heterogeneity, mist uses the data flow
persistence mechanism to store data, avoiding data loss even
if the fog stage is disconnected. A mist node can send packets
to other mist nodes to maintain the data redundancy, avoiding
data loss if a mist node fails. Supposing the mist hardware
resources (CPU and memory) are close to reaching the
capacity limit, mist redirects part of the stored packets to
another mist node.
When the IoT system is in normal operating conditions with
an active connection between mist and fog, the mist node

FIGURE 5. Mist Data Flow

Assuming the data flow follows path C, the IoT system
chooses to follow through the data filter, the data analysis, or
both mechanisms but first following by packet payload
decryption. Whether the system is handling LoRa packets, it
uses LoRaWAN Network Server as ChirpStack [151] to
decrypt each packet payload. After decryption, the IoT system
converts data according to the data type and format. It checks
the data's veracity and value and can follow two paths: data
analysis or data filtering.
In data analysis, mist uses an analytic data model to make a
decision. Data filtering occurs through two approaches (i) data
compression and (ii) data fusion. Additionally, data fusion can
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use redundant data filtering based on statistical sampling or
data characteristics. The choice of data filtering approaches
and techniques is a design option.
In our data path, the mist analyzes the data and sends
decisions to actuators until the fog connection returns. The
mist also filters data during a disconnection. If the connection
returns, the system encrypts the filtered data and sends it to
fog. Consequently, when new packets arrive at the mist, the
older packets do not delay the mist node to send new packets
to fog. Then, the system data flow continues to operate
uninterruptedly.

model to analyze data and make decisions. Finally, the fog
sends decisions to actuators.

C. FOG DATA FLOW

The mist (Fig. 5) sends filtered data or raw data to fog (Fig. 6).
Supposing the fog receives raw data from the mist. In that
case, fog needs to handle this raw data by mechanisms like
data homogeneity, data value, and data veracity.
Consequently, the fog stage must have the same mechanisms
deployed in the mist stage.
The mist stage transfers packets with raw data or filtered
data to the fog stage. When the packets contain raw data, the
fog needs to filter and handle data similarly to the mist, but
with some differences, passing by more mechanisms through
the data path.
In the data flow persistence mechanism, a fog node sends
the data to other fog nodes to deal with redundancy and load
balancing. Also, the fog node checks its cloud connection and
the cloud transmission delay. Supposing the IoT system
tolerates the cloud data transfer delay and that the
communication channel between fog and cloud is active, the
fog node transmits the data directly to the cloud. However, this
delay is not acceptable for many IoT systems. In various smart
applications, the IoT system must analyze data in real-time. In
these situations, the fog node needs to analyze and filter data
instead of the cloud.
Upon receiving data, the fog node decrypts the packet
payload, which can follow alternative paths: (i) if a packet
contains filtered data, the fog node process it to make a
decision, but (ii) if fog receives raw data, the flow passes
through the data homogeneity step, i.e., through value
mechanism (Section VI.C.1) and veracity mechanism (Section
VI.C.2), and later on through the entity veracity mechanism
(Fig. 6).
The entity veracity mechanism (Section VI.C.3) checks the
entity ID, battery level, packet latency, outliers, and possible
manipulated data to estimate if the packet comes from a trusted
or untrusted entity. Assuming the fog node detects an
untrusted packet, the fog node discards the packet. It can also
discard all packets from that entity in the future. However, if
the entity is trusted, fog stores the data. After these steps, the
fog node can use the data prediction mechanism to fill missing
data in times series if necessary.
The data flow takes two simultaneous paths in a row: (i) via
data filtering, sending filtered data over the cloud, and (ii) via
data analysis mechanism, where fog chooses an analytic

FIGURE 6. Fog Data Flow

D. CLOUD DATA FLOW

Cloud (Fig. 7) decrypts the packet's payload to verify whether
the fog filtered the data. If data is not filtered, the cloud follows
data homogeneity, value, veracity, and prediction steps. Also,
the cloud selects application analytic models before the data
analysis. After processing the data analysis mechanism, the
cloud sends data and decisions to the user IoT application, the
system actuators, and the integration of smart everything
service (Fig. 7), responsible for transmitting relevant data and
decisions between services in different smart services (Fig. 8).
The cloud data flow includes an integration service for
interconnecting different smart services, like a smart home,
smart hospital (health care), and a smart mobility service (Fig.
8). In general, each service includes different smart
applications. A smart farming service, for example, covers
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precision irrigation and pest control applications but not
monitoring patient heartbeat, which is an application for smart
hospital service.
In Section VI.E.6, we mentioned the integration of the smart
everything mechanism (Fig. 8). We discussed that a smart
home service reports a domestic accident to a smart hospital
service. Through a smart mobility service, the hospital verifies
the best route for an ambulance to rescue the person who
suffered the accident.
This integration mechanism contains a module called Link
Module (Fig. 8), which receives data from every smart service
in the system and only sends part of it to virtual sensors. It
means that a smart service only receives data related to its
smart applications through the virtual sensor.

value step to verify the data relevance for a specific smart
service (Fig. 3 and Fig. 7).

FIGURE 8. Cloud Service Integration Data Flow

VIII. TRADE-OFFS BETWEEN MIST AND FOG DATA
FLOW

The TW-IoT framework mechanisms provide data
trustworthiness in a mist-fog-based IoT system. Still, the IoT
designers need to consider some trade-offs through the data
flow in different IoT stages. The mist and fog data flow needs
to consider, for example, computing costs for mechanisms
related to data security and data filtering techniques.
A. DATA SECURITY AND DATA FILTERING IN MIST
STAGE

Supposing the connection between mist and fog fails, the mist
can follow two distinct flows (B or C): decrypt the packet
payload and compress the encrypted packet content (Fig. 5).
Filtering by data fusion requires decrypting data in the mist.
However, decryption makes data more susceptible to
malicious attackers.
An attacker can capture the decrypted data from the mist or
discover the method used to encrypt data again in the mist.
However, by using data filtering by data compression, the mist
keeps the data encrypted without additional security service
and does not expose data to external attackers. It has a cost for
unpacking data in the next IoT stage and possibly a cost for
data traffic latency between mist and fog.
FIGURE 7. Cloud Data Flow

B. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF DATA
FILTERING MECHANISMS

The integration flow works in 3 steps: (i) cloud sends each
smart service's data (and decisions) in the IoT system to the
Link Module, (ii) this module sends only relevant data for each
virtual sensor, and (iii) the virtual sensors send data to the
smart services. Therefore, each smart service receives data
from other smart services through a virtual sensor (Fig. 8).
Virtual sensors may send non-relevant data to a smart
service. However, the TW-IoT framework can use the data

There are advantages and disadvantages to different data
filtering mechanisms. The mist and fog filtering methods are
(i) fusion filtering by statistical sampling, which deals with
redundant data, (ii) fusion filtering by data classification, and
(iii) filtering by data compression.
The filtering redundant data method reduces the data to a
sample of data by statistical sampling. It means that IoT stages
can reduce the amount of data, storage costs, and massive data
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traffic. However, it may cause data details loss and induces the
IoT system to non-accurate decisions.
Filtering by data classification can categorize data by
machine learning techniques and only transmits each category
number to the next IoT stage [148]. It ensures a more
significant reduction in the amount of data than the filtering
redundant data method. The categories found by the
classification should be strictly faithful to the analytic data
model for the analysis. This method may lead to wrong
decisions. Through this filtering, the loss of details is even
more significant.
In data compression filtering, the original data remains
intact, preventing possible equivocate system decisions.
However, there is a higher cost for storing data, a network
delay cost by sending the compressed file, and a
computational cost to uncompressing the data in the next IoT
stage.
C. DATA ANALYSIS AND CPU USAGE IN THE MIST
STAGE

Mist devices have low computational power, but data analysis
demands high CPU resources depending on the algorithm or
data model. Performing data analysis in the mist stage is a
design option. However, a long disconnection between the
mist and fog stages can cause the system to wait a long time
without analyzing and making decisions. It compromises the
system's trustworthiness.
It is essential to emphasize that data analysis in the mist
must happen during a network disconnection, but using light
algorithms for demanding less processing resources.
However, using light algorithms for data analysis may
generate untrusted decisions. The IoT designer must balance
the data analysis complexity power and the CPU usage,
maintaining the decisions' accuracy.

IX. CHALLENGES

This section presents some challenges of data trustworthiness
in a fog-based IoT system, identified throughout this paper.
A. CONNECTION REDUNDANCY

The IoT may use different communication technologies
with diverse packet formats and specificities. Some systems
deploy IoT nodes with two or more communication protocols
[92].
A monitoring mechanism can prevent disconnections and
low network performance by automatically switching the IoT
node connection technology. In this way, each IoT node
receives and transmits data over more than one
communication protocol. A node can select a communication
protocol with better network performance to transfer data. It
is a challenge to deploy, in a real scenario, billions of sensors
with connection redundancy mechanisms without increase the
hardware costs.
B. DATA FILTER BY DATA KNOWLEDGE

Fog data reduction (filtering) aims to reduce the amount of
data stored and transmitted by the mist and fog stages. These
techniques can discard redundant data or data with no relevant
variations [48], [147]. However, the fog needs to consider the
analytic data model and the smart application for data filtering
because the filtered data will represent the original data and
generate trusted decisions [147].
A relevant challenge is to create a mechanism that precisely
and accurately filters data without previously knowing the
analytic data model or application context. In other words, the
challenge is to design a context-independent data filtering
mechanism only based on the data.
C. AGILE FAULT-RECOVERY

The data prediction techniques generally use regression
algorithms that demand high CPU usage. Therefore, the
choice of prediction technique should consider the fog nodes'
CPU processing power.

A fog-based latency-sensitive IoT system needs to execute
fault recovery near real-time since the fog must provide data
analysis in real-time. The velocity of fault recovery may
impact system availability (Equation 1). It is challenging to
offer mechanisms that recover the system of failures in realtime. Agility in fault recovery is a challenge.

E. STORAGE TIME IN IOT STAGES

D. AUTOMATIC REGISTRATION OF DEVICES

The IoT system deals with continuous and uninterrupted data
flow from billions of sensors. However, the mist and fog nodes
have constrained memory capacity. The mist and fog nodes
need to keep the data (received by sensors) because they need
to analyze data and maintain the data flow persistence.
The TW-IoT framework allows the IoT stages to store 3
data categories: raw data, refined data, and filtered data.
According to the application, the IoT designers need to decide
the memory usage percentage for each of these data categories
and how long they remain stored in memory. They need to
resolve it without compromising the data trustworthiness and
future decisions.

Secure IoT platforms require registering devices (including
sensors) on the mist/fog servers. It allows the IoT system to
recognize devices as trust devices and enhance the system
trustworthiness. In a real scenario, the IoT system has to
register billions of devices.
In an ideal scenario, a developer simply needs to connect
new sensors to the network, and the system automatically
recognizes them. However, new devices without a previous
system notification may bring security risks since they can
attack the IoT system. Therefore, it is challenging to create
secure mechanisms that automatically register new devices to
the fog node.

D. DATA PREDICTION AND CPU USAGE IN FOG STAGE
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E. REAL-TIME ANALYSIS AND MIST/FOG RESOURCE
CONSTRAINS

Ensuring data trustworthiness in a fog-based IoT system
means deploying mist and fog nodes responsible for
mechanisms that support heterogeneity, resilience, data trust,
data filtering, security, and data analysis for billions of
sensors. However, these features in the mist/fog nodes need to
deal with constrained memory capacity and CPU power. It is
challenging to find a balance between these mechanisms'
computational costs and the mist/fog resource constraints.
Another challenge is maintaining these mechanisms without
changing the data analysis velocity, especially real-time data
analysis.
X. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Trustworthiness (dependability) handles requirements and
characteristics that provide system availability, reliability,
scalability, maintainability, heterogeneity, data quality,
hardware resources, security, response time agility, and
network resilience to computer systems. This survey presents
state-of-the-art concepts about trustworthiness in fog-based
IoT systems, summarizing and discussing literature.
We identified data trustworthiness gaps in dealing with the
fog computing data flow. For that reason, we proposed the
TW-IoT framework to ensure data trustworthiness for mistfog-based IoT systems. The TW-IoT framework deploys
mechanisms for a mist-fog-based IoT system to ensure trusted
decisions and keep the data flow's uninterrupted continuity
through all IoT system stages. Also, we identify data
trustworthiness trade-offs and challenges for fog-based IoT
systems.
As future work, we will evaluate the impact of each design
view and mechanism of the TW-IoT framework for a real
mist-fog-based IoT system, using pilots of the SWAMP
project [6]. We intend to evaluate CPU and RAM usage for
each IoT stage using our framework mechanisms. We aim to
assess the data filtering mechanism combined with the data
resilience view through the packet loss rate and network delay
between IoT stages (thing, mist, fog, and cloud) in situations
of network availability and unavailability. We plan to assess
devices' energy consumption and end-to-end network delay,
varying distinct data formats for various packet technologies
types (using synthetic and real data) to evaluate the data
veracity, value, and homogeneity mechanisms. We will also
analyze the data processing view changing the communication
channel frequency, channel error, number of sensors, and the
packet transmission rate. Finally, we will evaluate the security
view measuring energy, processing, and memory usage of
different security algorithms, combining them with
mechanisms of data resilience, data trust, and heterogeneity
views.
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